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CSU actions drive faculty members mad
By Mike de Give
Daily staff writer
The CSU vice chancellors have
all driven Fords lately. And faculty
members are fuming.
Still angry over raises California
State University officials were
granted in closed session four
months ago, faculty members were
enraged to hear that the vice chancellors were given new Ford Tauruses during the winter
again in
closed session.
The money for the six cars
$99.999 came out of the system’s employee compensation
fund, earmarked for employee salaries and dental and medical plans,

said Donna Olsson. CSU legis
lative analyst.
A statewide academic senator at
San Francisco State said, ’ I think
it’s outrageous. These are supposed to be monies that even the
chancellor has agreed were supposed to be used for fringe benefits. For them to skim that off
stems to me entirely inappropriate.’
All of the vice chancellors were
in meetings or out of the office and
could not be reached for comment
Wednesday.
SJSU academic senators said at
their meeting March 5 that they
heard about the cars while attend-

’The CSU is continuing to demonstrate
its arrogance and complete disregard
for the institution for which they work.’
Joan Edelstein,
SJSU chapter president of the CFA
ing a statewide senate conference for the chancellor’s office.
in Long Beach the previous weekThe disclosure about the Tau end.
ruses was made Feb. 21 at a press
The purchase escaped scrutiny conference held by Legislative
by the state’s general services of- Analyst Elizabeth G. Hill. Olsson
fice of procurement because it said.
came in just under the SRX),000
Other state departments use a
threshold for reporting. said Judy system of checking cars in and out,
Day of the department of finance Olsson said, and the precedent set

by the CSU prompted the non-partisan agency to make note of it in
its annual review of the budget.
CSU trustee Dean Lesher said
company cars are a waste of public
funds. The current practice in business is to check out cars to employees when they need them for business, he said.
"Company cars are the ones
they use to take around on their
private errands," Lesher said, adding that he hadn’t been aware that
the vice chancellors were to receive the cars.
CSU Executive Vice Chancellor
Herbert Carter’s salary was increased 26 percent this year to

$1 50,000. said Olsson. The other
five vice chancellors’ salaries were
raised from $ I I 7,000 to $145,000.
The raises and new cars, both
granted in closed door sessions,
may be just "the tip of the iceberg," said Joan Edelstein. SJSU
chapter president of the California
Faculty Association.
"The CSU is continuing to demonstrate its arrogance and complete
disregard for the institution for
which they work," Edelstein said.
"Those people who are supposed
to he the role models for the system are not behaving as role models should be. They are instead creating scandal."

Event Center
policy shocks
alumni official
By Barbara Langley.
Daily stall writer
A faulty chain of communication could be to blame for loss of
workout time at the Event Center
promised to SJSU alumni.
A major link that was overlooked by Event Center officials
was Janet Redding. assistant to the
president for alumni and special
events. Redding was unaware of
the August starting point for
alumni to use the center until this
week, when the Spartan Daily reported that alumni had complaints
about the allocation of use.
"I don’t believe I received notification," said Redding, who
works to protect the interests of the
alumni.
Redding was under the impression that the starting date for using
the Event Center would start when
the alumni signed up for it, she
said. Some SJSU alumni aren’t
even in the area because they’re
away at graduate school, she
added.
Alumnus Marty Piconc had said

Officer Gilleland, left, a paramedic, center. and Officer Pham attend to an unidentified man, who was involved in Thursday nights
stabbing incident at William Street Park and 16th Street. Fie was de-

Rick Romagosa Daily sta’ photographor
tamed in the hack of Meer Cilleland’s patrol car for approximately
45 minutes before he was taken to San Jose Medical Center. One
died while three are recovering from stab wounds.

Fight leads to stabbing of two men
By Tamara Thompson
and Jose Diaz were in the park,
Daily staff writer
Two men were listed in critical located at 16th and East William
but stable condition after being streets, when they apparently
stabbed several times during an began arguing with four other
argument at William Street Park Job Corps students about 10:30
p.m.
on Thursday night.
The argument escalated and
Seven men, who were all onetime residents of the Job Corps the three men were stabbed, offion 1 I th Street. were involved in cials said.
All of those involved were abthe melee. San Jose police said.
Rudy Herrera, Albert Herrera sent without leave from the Job

Anti-abortion group
protests to get support
By Harry Mok
Daily staff writer
Students belonging to an antiabortion group demonstrated in
front of the Student Union
Thursday afternoon to make
their presence known during
Women’s Week.
Seven members of SJSU Students for Life displayed picket
signs and distributed anti-abortion pamphlets at a table for a
sparse noontime crowd.
The group also solicited signatures for a petition to Congress stating support for the prolife movement and sold shirts to
raise money for group acitivit ies .
SJSU Students for Life is a
campus organization whose
main purponse is to preserve the
sanctity of human life, accord-

ing to a flier being handed out.
It has a membership of more
than 160.
The pickets had phrases such
as "choose life." "adoption
not abortion" and other slogans.
The demonstration coincided
with a "Reproductive Freedoms" discussion that occurred
later inside the Student Union as
part of Women’s Week on campus.
Members of Students for Life
attended the discussion after
demonstrating.
"We’re not here protesting
the meeting." said Students for
Life member Tom Stauble.
"We’re here to show that prolife has a presence. to show that
a lot of men and women on
campus aren’t for abortion."

Corps. located near three SJSU
fraternity houses a block from
campus, said Job Corps community relations officer Richard
Martinez.
Rudy Herrera, 29. and Albert
Herrera. 20. were admitted to the
San Jose Medical Center with
multiple stab wounds shortly
after the incident.
Diaz. who had less serious

wounds, was held overnight for
observation, hospital officials
said Friday.
San Jose Police officers arrested Quang Dieu Dang, 20.
Binh Thanm Duong. 21. and
Huey Tan Nguyen. IS. as they
attempted to run from the park,
police reports stated.
Hieu Ngoc Nguyen, 21. was
See INCIDENT. page 5

that graduates who had paid into
the Event Center weren’t informed
that their time for using the facility
had started in August. The time
table was established by SUBOD
last spring, ascording to chairman
Scott Lane.
SUBOD did announce that
alumni would receive one semester
of use for each semester they had
paid into the construction of the
center.
Redding said she will look into
the problem. "I want to check all
the facts before I bring it before the
(alumni) board."
More paper work for the Admissions and Records Office was one
reascarfur starting all the time in
August. according to a woman at
the cashier’s office.
"My understanding was that record keeping wasn’t going to be a
problem," Redding said. She
knew that people wouldn’t be al
lowed to split up their Event Center use. taking a few months here
See CENTER. page 5

Best seller brings
’Joy’ to alumna
By Nick Fisher
Daily staff writer
Amy Tan’s brother discovered
what his sister’s novel was about
when Alex Trebek read the answer
"mah-jong" on the game show
"Jeopardy." The contestant responded with the question "What
is the ’Joy Luck Club’ about?"
But the book is not only about
the Chinese game played with
tiles, said SJSU graduate Tun,
speaking before a packed house at
Morris Dailey Auditorium Thursday night.
It is about women: the

’I truly feel like the
local girl who did
good.’
Amy Tan,
author. SJSU alumna
relationships with themselves and
with the world, Tan said.
Tan, who graduated from SJSU
in 1973 with a bachelor’s in English 1973 and in 1974 with a masters in linguistics, is still amazed
at all of the attention she is getting
See TAN. page 5

Discussion turns into abortion debate
Panel explains reproductive freedoms
By Lisa B. Cuellar
Daily staff writer
What was intended to be a panel
discussion on women’s rights and
general reproductive freedoms
turned into a calm, focused debate
on abortion in the Student Union
Thursday.
After the four panelists made
presentations of their viev, s on reproductive freedoms, or the right
to have life and the right not to
have life, the panel was opened to
questions from the audience.
Many of the questions asked by
the audience fix:used on the Catholic church and their pro-life stance.
Ann Harrison. a senior in public
relations asked a question of July
Sly, the panel’s pro-life representative.
"When you make a statement
that you feel is wrong for prochoice people to try impose their
morality on the moral climate (lithe country. I would like to know

how you reconcile that with the
fact that the Catholic church is trying to impose its moral stance on
the country."
Sly. the Director of Communications for the California Catholic Conference, said that there
were "no easy answers."
Sly said that the right
more than a religious
said it was important to
rights of those who
voice unborn children.

to life was
issue and
protect the
have no

David Reeves, a inember of Students for Life, an SJSU club,
brought up the question of 3rd trimester freedom.
"Many of us are concerned if
we’re willing to selectively eliminate viable life due to illness or
quality of life, we’re not that much
See ABORTION. page 5

Rick Romegosa - Daily 510 photographer

Katherine Waggner, left, listens as Susan Kennedy speaks
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The At hens (Ohio) Messenger
on asbestos
In a new and persursise report in the magazine
Scierice. el group of American and French researchers
make it clearer than ever that when it comes iti asbestos in schools and other public buildings, the cure can
Often be worse than the disease.
They point out, among other things. that in
schools where asbestos -containing material is not
damaged, the danger ot asbestos-related disease is
several thousand times lower than the danger from aircraft accidents, high school football, drowning, home
accidents or long-term smoking.
They also say that while one type of asbestos is
frequently associated with lung disease in miners and
asbestos workers, the type most commonly used in the
United States sheds a fiber of a different shape that’s
more easily repelled by the lungs.
"Prevention of tobacco smoking, the prinicipal
cause of lung cancer," they conclude. "is both a
more promising and rational approach to eliminating
lung tumors than asbestos abatement.’’

Letters to the Editor

Promotion of unity needed

The Arizona Daily Star, Tucson, Ariz.
on foreign searches
tic Supreme Court gasc an unsatisfactory answer to an indirect question about what kind of country this is. The court said the Fourth Amendment
doesn’t protect foreigners from warrantless searches
by U.S. officials on foreign soil.
And you thought this was a place where justice is
an all-inclusive philosophy. Apparently not. This
country will split semantic hairs to justify actions that
go against the grain of the Fourth Amendment’s assertion that people should he secure in their persons.
houses, papers and effects.
The decision may make is easier in the future
or in the case of evidence seized during the American
invasion of Panama
to prosecute drug smugglers
"1:11.04riewkwalLillwwww
&Mt eatino4e0144.4 Wad* If
and other unsavory characters. It will make a handy
tool in the war on drugs; drug trafficking knows no
borders and honors no high-sounding ideals about
human rights.
But the Constitition was not written to make law
enforcement easier. It was not designed to facilitate
the war on drugs. It was not meant to be read with an
e.ye to convenience.
It was designed to reflect the kind of country this
is and what it believes to be the proper relationship between government and people. To narrow those sentiUt Changing Lifestyles or the
ments makes America’s much-touted devotion to Chicken and the Egg.
human rights look a little less than sincere.
"Every gun that’s made, every
(The decision) invites the kind of behavior the warship launched, every rocket
fired, signifies a theft from those
United States should discourme.
who hunger and are not fed, those
who are cold and not clothed. This
Duluth (Minn.) News-Tribune
world
in arms. . .is spending the
on foreign searches
What kind of message does the United States genius of its scientists, the sweat of
send to the rest of the world when we allow agents of its laborers, the hope of its chilhumanity hanging
our government to do things in other countries that dren it is
from a cross of iron."
wouldn’t be allowed here’? A bad one.
This was written by a leader of
What kind of example of freedom is it when we
don’t practice elsewhere what we preach in our own humanity who, after coming to the
razor’s edge of complete destrucConstitution? A hypocritical one.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled the Fourth tion, finally saw the reality of the
Amendment’s provisions barritig unreasonable search alternatives.
This was a speech about making
and seizure do not apply to property located abroad
and owned by foreign suspects. That’s not surprising. choices.
He had become alarmed at his
No one expects the U.S. Constitution to apply in other
cold shivers during the month of
parts of the world.
What Americans should expect is that its prin- July and saw the blood-relative
ciples would be observed by representatives of our connection of tropical rain forests
government operation abroad. The Constitution is the to the devastating competition of
document, after all, that is held up as the shining ex- lower beef prices.
He saw the most vehemic proample of freedom that should be emulated.
The issue was brought before the high court in a tests of the Kayopo tribe of Brazil
dispute over the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administra- to prevent the building of the huge
tion operations in Mexico in which houses owned by a Karara’o dam on the Xingo river.
The flooding resulting from the
Mexican drug smuggler were searched by U.S. agents
without a warrant. The ruling is expected to building of this dam will result in
strengthen the hand of U.S. law enforcement officials the destruction of the homelands of
1,400 Kayopo as well as tens of
in the war on drugs.
thousands of riverside peasant
No one (except drug dealers) would want to imfamilies.
pede those efforts, but we question a government pol"If they do this the fish will be
icy that would order American agents to function in
how will we fish for
scattered
foreign countries by a different set of standards than
our children and our grandchildrethose we observe at home.
n. . .once we Indians could wander free in the forest. Now the govAustin (Texas) American-Statesman
ernment only wishes us harm,"
on crime
Kanhok, a Kayopo chief said.
A dramatic report out of Washington has evibitten by
His soul was frost
dence that nearly one in four black men nationwide is the cobra at the inevitability of an
in the hands of the criminal justice system at some ultra-violet light atmosphere that
level, a much higher rate than that of white or His- could only be avoided by the companic males. Although the report advocates alterna- plete human isolation from a planet
tives to prison, which could include needed social once called the "blue marble."
services, what should he emphasized is alternatives to
The Environmental Protectin
crime.
Agency warned that CFC (chlomf-
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B’t’ KEVIN WEIL

Six to 10 million
dolphins have been
killed by purse seine
fishing.
luorocarbon) buildup will create an
additional one million American
skin cancer deaths in the next century and 17 million more cataract
cases.
But Interior Secretary Donald
Hodel said that people could just
sit inside, wear hats and sunscreen.
The legendary prophesizer saw a
newly developed food chain battle
of dolphins, sheep and other animals who we depend on for our
survival, as part of a capitalistic
economy for cheaper consumer
prices threatened to extinguish a
species that had a life-given right
to exist.
In the eastern Pacific Ocean,
large yellowfin tuna, which like to
swim beneath dolphin herds, are
trapped in a mile-long -purse
seine" net.
125,000
300 dolphins a day
per year are slaughtered as they are
drawn up to the boat deck. Six to
10 million dolphins have been
killed by purse seine fishing.

The production of "milk-fed"
veal has become one of the most
brutal forms of animal cruelty.
Taken at birth, the calf is
chained in a stall so small it cannot
even turn around.
The calf is not allowed to nurse
and is prevented from drinking
water. The more water it drinks the
less the skim milk/drug mixture
will keep its weight down.
If we are only capable of making
the choices for ourselves in this
lifetime, knowing full well that we
will not see the results, then the armageddon of nature can be postponed and possibly prevented.
"What do I care-.1 won’t be
alive to see it," is surely to leave
the memories of those who manage
to survive it bitterly tinged by their
hatred for us who did not care.
How long will we groan at the
sight of another emotional plea to
save our environment before the
facts scare us enough to take action?
OK, now the question. Can you
give up disposable razors and diapers, cheap hamburgers and exotic
food’?
Well, fortunately for us, that
person saw the self-destruction of
an economic system that takes
precedent over the world it affects
and he made the hard choices to
carry us through.
Maybe not.
Dwight D. Eisenhower wrote
that phrase after his experience as
President showed him America’s
vulnerability.
Yet, even the most critical people who might have called him
"war monger" must see that he
saw the light. The problem, it
seems, goes like the proverb,
"You can’t teach an old dog new
tricks."
Kevin Well is a Daily staff writer

Avoiding campus solicitors no easy task
Just once I would like to be able
to walk across campus without
being accosted by people soliciting
magazines or trying to get me to
sign a petition.
Most of the time when I am
crossing campus I am on my way
to class or going to meet someone,
and I am usually running late.
For the most part I do not have
the time or the inclination to stop
and listen to someone’s spiel about
their newest cause on how many
terms a City Council official
should be allowed to hold an office
or if I will support a certain candidate for mayor.
Once I tried to be sly and avoid
the issue by telling the petitioner
that I am not registered to vote.
Immediately they whipped out a
voter registration form and tried to
sign me up.
Strike one.
So my next strategy was to tell
the proceeding petitioner that I was
not registered to vote in Santa
Clara County.
Strike two.
Unfortunately I was unaware
that they are armed with petitions
for just about every county within
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BY LISA BILLIGMEIFR

They carry no
clipboard, almost
never solicit in front of
the Student Union
and appear when you
least expect them.

front of the Student Union and appear when you least expect them.
the boundaries of California.
They try everything from flirting
Finally, I came up with a foolproof plan - tell them that I am a to begging to the pity approach to
citizen of Canada. Let’s see them get someone, usually a female
come up with a petition for that walking alone, to buy their magazines.
one.
Personally, I have no desire to
I realize that these petitions are
for very good causes, but I would purchase a magazine that I do not
rather take time to find out both want so that this athlete, who does
sides of the issue surrounding the not even play for the Spartans, can
petition than to just get a one-sided go on a free trip to Europe.
Is it too much to ask to be able to
opinion. My personal favorite solicitor though, has to be the "I’m walk by the Student Union without
an athlete from another university having to assess beforehand where
the solicitors are and how I can
and I’m involved in this contest."
These guys do not look like they best avoid them’?
are about to get you. They carry no Lisa Billigmeier is a Daily staff
clipboard, almost never solicit in writer

Editor,
We, the students of ALERT (Africans Leaders
Educating and Rising Together) of SJSU are appalled
by the "Seven Second Delay" cartoon which appeared in the Jan. 31 issue of the Daily. The illustration demonstrated the pure ignorance that some people have of Affirmative Action.
Affirmative Action provides equal opportunity
for students from disadvantaged backgrounds and
who would otherwise have difficulty continuing in
higher education. The university as well as the entire
California State University system has been charged
with the responsibility to recruit and retain "underrepresented minorities," which have been identified by
the Chancellor’s office as "Blacks, Mexican-Americans and Native Americans. Therefore the use of this
term in the cartoon illustrates its blatently racist content and the poor sense of judgment on the part of the
Daily editorial staff.
We recognize the importance of the First
Amendment and freedom of speech, yet the editor of
any public newspaper must have some ethical standard and responsibility for respecting the reader population and its diversity. This is especially true if we
look at the fact that the diverse students on this campus actually make up the majority.
The illustration cultivates and encourages negative emotional reations from all students, those who
agree and for those who disagree with Affirmative
Action. In these times of racial tension and racist attacks it would behoove the Daily to be a lot more selective in the cartoons it chooses to run.
Racism is a concept that not too many people understand. They think it is being prejudice or discriminating. This is a misconception, in fact racism is a
systematic, institutionalized structure of power which
can give certain people jobs or not. It can determine
who goes to jail or not. It decides which ads or articles
are to run or not. Without the power to wield racism,
you only have your personal views, which won’t hurt
anyone unless you get power.
We, the students of ALERT demand an apology
and hope that the Daily will, in the future, use its
power to promote unity among students and that it
.
will use its power to work for a racist-free society.
The ALERT Task Force:
Nehanda Imam
John Robinson
Dana Smith
Erskine Starks

Ethics should be challenged
Editor,
I am writing in resonse to an article that appeared
in the March 2 issue of the Spartan Daily titled
"SJSU’s lobar imals to get book of rights." Efforts to
improve theglituation of laboratory animals at. SKI!
are long morgue. One only needs to refer to the con-’
toversy reported in the San Jose Mercury News in the
past year. However, I would like to say that ethics are
not being extended far enough.
The issue boils down to this: a caged animal that
will be harmed physically, sometimes without painkillers, or forced to endure a psychological experiment is not treated ethically. There is nothing ethical
about forcing a life of imprisonment and pain on an
animal. Being restrained is enough to bring about depression or insanity in any animal. A person who negates this fact is in denial.
Ensuring only clean cages and other minimal
care, the manual likely will serve mostly to make the
reaserehers feel better. The people at SJSU who think
that the are giving the animals rights are fooling themselves and students. Once the ethics statement is in
place, they will go about their experimentation feeing
that they are kind and moral.
True ethical behavior toward the animals would
be to take a hard, honest look at the number of aniimals used at SJSU and the reasons they are used. I:
argue that certain members of the SJSU administra-:
tion, faculty and staff refuse to admit that they are de-;
stroying an excess of animals and that alternatives dd.
exist.
To quote a statement made to the Spartan Daily.
in October 1988 by Karen Meisenheimer, an ex-member of the committee that approves or denies potential
experiments at SJSU:
"It anything, there is more of a variety of ’hands
on experience’ in today’s technological society than.
ever before. As a member of San Jose’s IACUC,
have been dismayed to see that instructors are still’
using traditional modes for teaching concepts whenfar better techniques abound. Instead of annually:
using and destoying hundreds of rodents and lago-:
morphs in traditional lab investigation, instructors can:
challenge their students by creating innovative investigation that will teach basic concepts and also savicountless animals from ever needing to be born only:
to be subjected to senseless deaths."
It seems quite clear that those in command of thi,.
situation have little intention of doing what is necessary to improve it. So, I make an appeal to the stu-:
dents. If you are told by your instructor that you wilt
be using live animals, ask him or her the followink
questions. Is the use of this animal necessary or can S
learn via methods such as computer models, video:
tape, tissue cultures or in-vitro? Can we benefit fro’s(
previous research instead of repeating the same experiment? Do we really need to know what this experiment will reveal? Does this animal need to be killed!
Why aren’t we using a pain killer or anesthesia? Stu-.
dents can be the monitors of the laboratories and the:
ones to bring about the type of changes that should.
have taken place long ago.
A guidebook that ensures basic care and an ex-:,
penditure of eight cents for death by barbituatcs is a:
farce. Students, don’t be fooled into thinking that animals are being cared for properly on this campus,
Only you can ensure that ethics are alive by challenging the status quo.
Karen Massic
Senior :
Environmental studies
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AIDS conference planned
A.S. to pay $1,500
to lure Ben Vereen
it) Harr) MOIs

Daily staff writer
After initially voting it down.
the Associated Students Board of
Directors approved an amended request for nioney to help bring actor
Ben Vereen to SJSU as part of a
conference on AIDS.
The request was originally for
53.777 to bring Vereen to campus
for the "AIDS and People of-Color
Conference" on March 29. Vereen
would have appeared at a dinner
the night of the conference.
The actor’s fee for appearing is
$1.5(X). which includes airfare and
a hotel mom.
Vereen normally charges as
much as $10,(XX) for appearances,
according to Victor Backer, entertainment consultant for the San
Jose Academy for Performing
Arts. Backer is in charge of coordinating celebrities for the conference.
Backer made the request to the
board with Maureen Haley director of the Academy and cousin
of "Roots" author Alex Haley
and Tom Boothe, executive assistant to A.S. President Scott Santandrea.
Issues surrounding AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome) and how they relate to minorities will be addressed during
the conference.
The board ended up approving
$1,034 for use of audio and video
equipment in the Student Union for
the conference and $500 with a
$1,0(X) underwrite for Vereen’s
appearance.
An underwrite is a loan that

For the Record

In a story dealing \u itli thc kylM,
men’s basketball team loss at the
Big West Tournament that appeared in the March 9 issue of the
Daily, quotes attributed to Ron
Adams should have been attributed
to Fresno State Assistant Coach
Don Beck. Adams was also incorrectly identified as the Head Coach
of Fresno St.

would be paid back with proceeds
from the event.
Unless funding is found from
another source to pay hack the
loan, the actor’s appearance could
he in jeopardy, according to Oscar
Battle. of Student Health Services
Battle is coordinating the conference.
Money for promotional materials for the event. decor for the dinner and a contingency fund were
killed by the board.
The dinner featuring Vereen
would have cost $20 a person and
$15 for students.
Concerns that charging that
amount for a dinner would limit
the number of students that could
he involved were voiced by Gina
Sutherst, A.S. director of students’
rights and responsibilities.
"We want the day to be for students to he able to walk in for
free." she said.
A motion to amend the request
to $1,734, which would have covered the audio-video equipment
and money for promotion only was
made by Scott Lane, A.S director
of Academic Affairs, but didn’t
pass.
This would have made Vereen’s
appearance in any capacity impossible, according to Boothe.
Vereen has agreed to be on campus for the whole day and would
be available to meet with students
and campus organizations and did
not have to appear at the dinner.
according to Backer.
"The fact that Ben would he on
campus all day would draw people," Boothe said. "There are
other celebrities, but Ben is the
biggest name recognition."
After further discussion, a motion was made by Bea Coronado,
director of non-traditional minority
affairs, to amend the request for
$1,034 for the audio-video equipment which passed.
Lane made a motion for $500
and the $1,(XX) for Vereen’s up-

SpanaGuide

Issues surrounding
AIDS and how they
relate to minorities
will be addressed
during the
conference.
pcarance. vdlich passed 8-2. B.D
Cash, director of student services.
and Sutherst voted against it.
Among the sponsors of the
AIDS and People of Color Conference art the Student Health Service, AIDS Education Committee.
A.S. Program Board, Black Faculty and Staff Association, Asiar
Studies Department and the Sur
Jose Academy of Performing Arts.
Also scheduled to attend are Jo
Marie Payton-France, star of the
TV show Family Matters’ and
Marc Allen Trujillo, writer, singer
and songwriter.
In other news, the hoard also:
Heard a request from San Jose
mayoral candidate Chris Panopulos to have the A.S. sponsor a candidates forum on campus. The request was put on next week’s
agenda.
Approved a special allocation
of $3,854 for KSJS to buy recording equipment, microphone equipment and remote stabilizer to make
live transmissions clearer. KSJS’
funds have already been budgeted
and under budget guidlines organizations already in the budget can’t
get special allocation money. A
waiver of this stipulation to be
passed for KSJS to get the money.
Passed a resolution that requires the A.S. to promote and
support recycling efforts on campus.

computer operator/clerical work
flexible Hours good Pay
computer experience beneficial
approx. 20 hairs per week
(all Buckles-Sinith at 408/ 280-7999 M-1 1pm-5pm

100 % NATURAL/NO DRUGS
100 % GUARANTEED

CONGRATULATIONS
DELTA GAMMA
SPRING 1990 PLEDGES

EARN $$$ ’s
WHILE LOSING
CALL NOW

(408) 993-2842

Lisa Edwards

Lisa Morning

241 ’,noir

J

ST. PATRICK’S DAY SPECIAL!
1/2 off copies on any green paper
with this coupon.

kinko%

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO B1,400
IN JUST 10 DAYS!

the copy center

Fundraiser
Minimal
hioney: Raise S1,400
Cost: Zero Investment

Objective:

commiunent:

Campus organizations, club),
Ems, sororities call flaw at
I (800) 932-0528/1 (800) 950-8472
extension 10

*295-4336

*295-5511

310 &Third St.

481 E. San Carlos St.

One coupon per customer. Offer expires
3/17/90. Not vnlid with my other difientint

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains
Earn while you team. Make a short term commitment to
a reinriorary iissignment during vacations or break. Earn
*loci par with Western Temporary Sim ices .rnd
Work whi t,
yaluahle experience on the
where yiiiimerti lot lethottF as Vint we- \\
hdte whepyou.neect tnimey most. kime,mri. ill
Western Temple-my Services The lc to p ill When .
want hi work.
Stop in and ask tor your complimentary "Omsk to
Successful Interviewing" booklet. Over 150 offices
worldwale.
San Jose:
14081 165 7700
841 Blossom Hill Rd, Sour 2120
1999 South Bascom Arc,. Suite .10/I (404) 171 . 7171
(408) 452 1911
97 Nielf01111,4,
Sunnyvale:

St Giles College
Language
Teaching Center

657 Ti.n ts Como% Village

2280 Powell Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415)
788-3552

h I )1, 1 Ooll,

14010 245

4I450

Western

TEMPORARY SERVICES

TI-IF PERFECT FIT

IT’S AN ANALOG WORLD

THE
SCIENC
SHOP

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Monday, March ’19

1 5 woo F F

1111111W

AND WE’RE ON TOP OF IT.

WITH THIS Al)

*

,
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Expand your horizons
Visit The Science Shoe

repin
like 0- f_ 44

*

shorans:

everything
The Science
for the science enthusiast . .
From 6 to 106, The Science Shop
will delight the science enthusiast in
family.

warp
,
sitt

your

So, if you’re shopping for the scientist
in your life - Visit The Science Shop*

,

eal 4

-61

cso 4B,

You will be responsible for designing analog and digital electrical configurations

bk."

STORE coves. M

Cupertino, California 95104

1" 10 AM

5 PM. Sat 10 A 1.4

7 P.AI

(408)

We are growing and looking for EE graduates with BS and/or MS degrees and
strong foundations in analog fundamentals to join us in the following positions:

Test Development Engineers

.

THE SCIENCE SHOP’
Vallco Fasthon Park

i

We manufacture highly integrated analog
subsystem ICs designed for specific applicationsincluding data communications,
power supply control, hard disk drives
and computer peripherals. We also give
our customers the chance to choose from
standard, semi-standard or semi-custom
IC solutions. This means direct involvement and exposure to a wide range of
technologies for our people, as well as
independence, recognition and the challenge of creating solutions.

Customer Service Reps should apply in
person at this location nearest you
We offer a pleasant and professtonol work
environment compeattve salaries excellent
beneftts. and career growth opportunities

AsqLitAb
-

Some of the most exciting
advances in Silicon Valley
are happening in the areas
of linear technology and analog ICs. And, at Micro Linear,
we’re following a straight line to new
market areas, higher levels of integration,
and steady corporate growth.

Responsibilities include servicing cus
toners, checking topes In /out and stock
Ing shelves Applicants must be mature
and able to work flexible schedules We
hove lull and part-flme openings

Fq1101 OpPOOUnny Iint:Omer

I

mirnalrairmaiweasirasurarsirsirmarr.irwr=r=iao=.1r:..17.---it=rr

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES

axe,

,4i S

&

Christina Yapit

ASSISTANT MANAGERS

ace

Dubin."

Kristie White

You will be responsible for learning and
performing all aspects of the Store
Manager’s job and will be acting as
Manager In his/ her absence This position offers a high potential tor advance
ment Candidates should have 1-3 years
of retail experience

Manager candidates should send resume
with lob history ro DIACKIIUSTER Enter
Sults
Gateway
’aliment Corp.,
S San Francisco. CA 54060 Ann
Human Resources. Fag’ (415) 673-4037

Ind.. idol.

Kim Nighswonger

Elise Mellender

Here We Grow
Again!

seaeset

Tia Munday

Christie Evans

R610

You will be training to manage a video
store which generates approximately I mil
eon donors a year Responsibilities Include
supervising and training personnel con
trolling Inventory budgeting, and customer
service Candidates must have 4 years
of retail management experience

At The
Associated Students
Business Office

4 -week intensive program
’ 3 -month part-time
evening program
Practicum in teaching
English as a Foreign
Language

& ask for Joretl-en

I... .010cs .4 P..01 MOW
M.’
I A11411 ( 11111111( ATM& & %10411111, , 1,,
I agmcce...s. COMOMIS,
AAA...0ms. IIMMISOM
odbel P.01**00111115
_
A1.0 Fontsly
Car,
Chasis ou swdral IF II swim. Total,
0lacier/II/v.1w IF tit 2i:
moven, Trastf
II II

REGISTER TO VOTE"

Earn an International
Teaching Certificate!

’DOCTOR RECOMMENDED’

STORE MANAGER
TRAINEES

TODAY
A.S. INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: Meeting 3 pm SU Montahro
Room
AD CLUB BPAA: Advertising Educational
Foundation Ambassador Program 7 p to
S U Umunhum Room Call 924-3270
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Executive Board Meeting I 30 p
S U Montalvo Room Call 295-0415 Bain.
926
s82a m to noon In front of S U Cr i
779-9262
BRIGHT LIGHTS PRODUCTION COMPANY: PVT (Private) Wars a one -ac
comedy play (through March 16) 6 pm
Mar 17 and 185 pm HGH 226. Showcas.
Theatre Call 924-8554
SOCCER CLUB: Indoor tournament sly
up Call 924-7910
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Employer Presentation Che,

stry Careers with Advanced Micro Devices
t230 pm SU Costanoan Room Can
924-6010
AD CLUB B PAA: Hache Neuman of
D Arcy Masis Benton and Bowies 7 p m
S U Urnunhum Room Call 286-8361
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Women in the Bible
Reciairrnng sum stories
4 pm
Campus
Ministry Center 110th and San Carlos) Call
298-0204
VOVINAM VIET VO DAO: Martial Arts Demonstration noon S U upper pad Cali 3788966

WHERE IN 4111\V
THE WORLD
ARE YOU GOING?

Part Time Position

75 PEOPLE
LOSE UP TO 29 LB.
IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS

We are the nation’s largest video rental
store operation, with stores from coast -to
coast, and we seek star performers to get
In on the ground floor with 0 rapidly grow
mg industry leader We hove immediate op
portunIties throughout Son Jose and the
peninsula tor the following

SpartaGuide
a daily cdit,
available to SJSU student faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 a m No
Phone-in items will be accepted

IMMIGRATION

ANhn_

WANTED

SPARTAN DAILY

252 9860

SunliAN

ACM

r-7--ya
for parametric testing
of semiconductor system
chips. The job entails progranuning in Pascal and C
and circuit schematic creation,
both analog and analog/digital.

Product Engineers
Here is a superb opportunity to apply
your problem-solving skills to all phases
of the IC product cycle. You will be responsible for introduction of new products,
yield enhancement, IC device test program
time reduction and quality enhancement.
Follow a straight line to a bright future at
Micro Linear and contact your placement
office to schedule an interview. Or forward your resume and transcript to Elaine
Corcoran, Human Resources Manager,
Micro Linear, 2092 Concourse Drive, San
Jose, CA 95131, (408) 433-5200. An equal
oportunity employer.

Jr*Micro Linear
Surrounding the Analog World

3

4

SPARTAN DAILY

I
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Fans get the shaft, money talks
WIII. N was the last time protessional
haschall players thought about their
tan. ’ It ssasn’t anytime in the past
ties ade and it del mitely isn’t now.
Pro baseball players have much better
things to devote their time to. such as getting
MOW money.
Money. money. moms
In fact, they are so concerned with how
much the> are ssorth. they don’t even care
that the season will he postponed. This leases
some tans. like in) self, with mixed feelings.
I lint] it hard to feel any pity for the
plavers who demand they he paid a starting
+alai) of S105.000. I can’t think of any other
field in which someone would be hired on as
a net phv te at S105,000. Why study to be a
lass s et 11 so much money can be made
throwing a hall and hitting it with a stick?
Now, the owners are offering the
players $90.0110. I’m sorry, but this is not
exactly scraping the bottom of the barrel.
But, the players just will not accept this pay;
they want SI 5,000 more. This, 01 course,
doesn’t account fiir the benefits all players
en toy.
And, the players would he paid this
salary even if they just sat on the bench the
entire season.
Another concern the players are fighting
their owners over is whether they should have
a Iwo-year or three-year period before they
can receive salary arbitration.
In other words, baseball players want to

SPORTS FORUM

fit Jill Nit I atinfilin

he awarded even more money than their
starting salary within two years instead of
waiting three years to see how much they are
really worth, lithe player is worth anything
at all, he will prove himself anyway.
So, because of these few disputes
between the team owners and snot-nosed
players, the fans will not be watching any
games on April 2. formerly the opening day.
WITHOUT fans, baseball is nothing
The game exists because of the fans
and I don’t see one player who is
concerned at all about the fans. It’s as if the
people who till the stands don’t exist.
This isn’t what a hall game was created
for. We reward the ones who are outstanding
and we don’t reward those who can’t cut it.
The players today want to be rewarded
no matter how they play and they could care

less about the people who faithfully watch
them
Despite the price fans pay for tickets,
game programs. parking and food these
faithful still flock hs the millions to ssatch
good number of fat. lathargic. tobaccochewing. money -hungry and pampered
babies.
These athletes serve as roll models to
the children of this country. It’s bad enough
that superstars like Jose Canseco don’t bother
showing up for autograph signing sessions.
The practice of letting down those
bright-eyed youngsters in little league
uniforms is running rampidls through
baseball like an epidemic would run through
an elementry school. These kids just might as
well idoliie Wall Street’s Gordon Gecco.
The same youngsters don’t seem to he
having problems starting their baseball
seasons around the country, even on their
meager salaries of nothing. Why does little
league continue? Maybe because young
players play for the excitement of the sport.
This is where real baseball still thrives.
I say the owners should tiring in minor
league players and lire the professional idiots
they are dealing with now.
Maybe we could go back to watching
real baseball instead of watching a hunch of
fools running around the diamond with no
other concern than good old American cash.
Jill McLaughlin is an Associate Miter

Ketly Davis

Tod

RUN FOR IT!

Hit
it!

YOUR FIRST GOOD JOB MAY BE
ONLY 12 WEEKS AWAY

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS
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Associated Students Election Applications
for next year are NOW available in the A.S.
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DEADLINE is Thursday March 15 at
the Candidate Orientation Meeting

Shannon
Slamon
Daily staff
photographer

Executive Secretary Course
San Francisco 9 weeks/Tokyo 3 weeks
Total 12 weeks

Bilingual Secretary Course

San Francisco II weeks/Tokyo I weeks
Total 15 weeks

Secretary Basic I Course

San Francisco 5 weeks
Total 5 weeks

Recent placements
Sachiyo K
Yoke K.
Tomoko T
Mich] T
Shizuko It
Chikako 11
Chieko K
Yoshie K

HURRY!

13-6, 3-6i.

Daily staff photographer

RF WHIM: FOR IT SJSC’s ..tinire Brooks, 211. lights for a re Bernard. 33. during
b )))))) d against Fresno Slate’s
’s 71.56 loss to Fresno.

For more information
Contact the A.S. Office.
2nd floor in the Student Union,
924-6240

Arthur D Little
Arthur Andersen
Societe Generale
Goldman Sachs
Credo Suisse
Swiss Union Rink
Nippon Roche
Merrill Lynch
Security Pacific

Yuko N.
Eiko N.
Misako T.
Kiyoko Y.
Sapri 0.
Kam, T.
Yamtl
Michiko 1.

Shearson Lehman Hum
Japan
Mckinsey di Co
CS First Boston
Paribas Capital Macke,
BMW Japan
Northern Telecom
Goldman Sachs
rem t Dec 89 Rt

wins

Funded by Associated Students

Telesis Tower, Suite 1080
One Montgomery Street
San Francisco, CA 94104
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5-296-7700
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We are now on the
sixth week of instruction, and the Associated
Students wishes you the
best in all of your classes. Student involvement is the key to success at San Jose State.
However, not much has
been seen this spring.
Well, if you haven’t
gotten involved in the
past, here is your
chance Elections are
coming March 28th and
29th. Here is your
chance to make your
voice count.
Also, there are a lot
committee positions
open Applications are available in the R.S. Chambers.
And remember, board meetings are every Wednesday
at 3:00 p.m. in the Chambers.
Everyone is welcome.

Cindy ResLer
STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESP.
Gina Sutherst
STUDENT SERVICES
Cash
Remember, this school is
yours. GO SPARTANS!
Damian Trujillo
Director of communications

March 1, 1990

ETHRIC OUTLOOK
lick.. my name is Andrew Flores, and I’m
your Director of Ethnic Affairs for A.S. The purpose
of this *Outlook’ is to inform the student population at San Jose State of the many ethnic events that
are happening on campus. But first of all, I would
like to thank the Greeks who participated in the
African Step Show and the contributors who made
Black Awareness Month a success. The tollowing
are upcoming programs which might interest you:
1. RAZA DAY on March 261h In the
Student Union
2. INTERNATIONAL FOOD BAZAAR will
be held once again on April 25th
and 26th.
3. CINCO DE MAYO Committee meets
every Thursday at 4:00 p.m. In the
A.S. Chambers to organize the
upcoming festivities that will take
place on May 4th on 7th Street and
later that night in the SUREC, with
bands performing live. Come to the
meetings and help out. I’ll keep
you posted on our progress.

The second purpose of this newsletter Is to
inform the student population at San Jose State that
your Director of Ethnic Affairs is more than willing
to listen to any grievance you might have about this
campus, whether it be racially or sexually motivated.
If you feel that something is lacking on campus, bring
iIto my attention and I will make sure that the right
people do something about It. The time has come for
every student lobe heard, and the place lo speak is
here. Feel free to write me a letter or call In regards
to any of your concerns. You’re the people who put me
here, and I will do my best in the remaining months
of this school year to make sure your voice Is heard
DONT FORGET, THINK AND YOU WILL BE AWARE’
DON’T BE AFRAID TO QUESTION. IF YOU FEEL THAT
SOMETHING IS WRONG, QUESTION m

ANDREW rLORES
Dlrectur off Ethnic Affestrs

A.S. Business Office
’The Amociated Students Business Office is a
service organization for the students of SJSU.
Our goal is to make pow life at San Jose State
as easy and convenient as possible. We pro.ide
a wide range of sen ices, such as:
I. A.S. Accounting
2. AS. Trust/Campus Banking Accounts
3. Chapel weddings & ceremonies
4. Check Cashing
S. Coordination of special events
6. County Transit passes
7. Dental Plan
8. Legal Counseling
9. Money order salvsistanips
10. PG&E payments
It. Student Insurance
12. Ticket sales
I tribe a legal problem? Sign up for free legal
counseling. $10 deposit when hooking your
appointment-fully refundable after your 15
minute session
Retnember, we’re the .A.S. Business office,
arid were here to serve you. come by the
ground floor of the Student Union room 235, or
call 924-6200. Business hours "don -Fri.
8:30-4:30.
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Tan

Abortion: Panel addresses options

Front page/
for her first novel.
"The Joy Luck Club" has spent
35 weeks on the national bestseller
list and has risen as high as third on
the New York Times bestseller
hit. It has been nominated for high
the National Book Critics Award
and the Bay Area Book Reviewers
Association Award.
"I truly feel like the local girl
who did good. Tan said.
The book is being translated into
15 different languages. including
Mandarin. And a major motion
picture based on the book is on the
way.
"It’s been less than a year since
I went from being an unpublished
writer to a published author," said
Tan, still in amazement about all
of her success.
"Imagine how it would feel to
start writing a txiok one year thinking, ’Oh I’ll just write it this way.
They’re not going to read it anyway.’ And then find yourself
standing here a couple years later
at this podium trying to explain
what you wrote as intelligently as
those literature students who write
aitical essays about themes and
light motifs and what Kafka really
meant."
But Tan said her goals in writing
the book and what she was trying
to accomplish in the book was not
as lofty or as intellectual as literature students or critics might think.
"As for me, I was just trying to

Ken Kwok

Da’

dII

0010graphor

Author and alumna Amy Tan signs Nancy Wambach’s book
write some stories," she said.
The stories appeal to the emotions rather than the intellect.
Tan read the first story in the
novel of the same name, "The Joy
Luck Club." She wrote the story
after visiting China.
When she wrote it, she tried to
let her mind go back to China and
let her experiences there tell her
story.
The story is about four Chinese
mothers and their Chinese-American daughters. The members of the
Joy Luck Club are four aging
Chinese women who gather regularly to play mah-jong, eat Chinese
, food and gossip about their children.
When one of the women dies,
her daughter. ling-mei Woo, fills
in for her at the table.

The daughter feels uncomfortably out of place with these elder
women who grew up in a different
culture and in different circumstances.
Her "aunties" feel that she does
not appreciate the culture that they
grew up in and fear that she has not
learned from her mother.
The reading struck a chord in the
audience, who enthusiastically applauded Tan.
Greg Mirigian. a JapaneseAmerican studying mechanical engineering, "thought it was pretty
impressive." He hadn’t read the
book, just excerpts. but now plans
to.
More than 100 students lined up
to have the SJSU student-turnedreknowned author sign the covers
of their books.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVON". Buy or sell Call rne today
(local Avon Rep) A I will send a
book to your horne or business’
specials

for everyone
Share the book with family. coworkers IS friends & receive up to

WEEKLY PAY
NO E XPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts available
Full time and Part time
Positions in Santa Clara, W..
N San Jose
Medical Dente’
Vacation Plan

50% off on your own order’ Thank
you Also, good part-time Income
for the holidays Cell JANE at 2515942

Apply VANGUARD

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your eixpertise, knowledge in your
sludy. fleld of interest, or hobby
57 95 tells you where to go 8 whet
to ask for at 10001 agencies who
will assist you free of charge
Plea. send check to MART. Box
1102., Campbell, Ca, 95008
MONEY

FOR
COLLEGE’Grants,
scholarships. loans FREE brochure. 1-918-33MONE Y. ear 770

PERSONAL LOANS up to 52500....
(Subtect to credit appro.’) Call
WASHINGTON
SOUARE
FEDERAL Credit Union at (408) 9477273
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth. eyes
Sod money. too Cleanings and

office visits at no charge For brochure see AS office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)3716811 in San Jose

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS. 4-wh.1.rs
TV’s, stereos. furniture. computers by DEA, FIN, IRS end U S cu. toms Available your wee now
Call 1-805-682-7555. ext C-1255
87 HONDA CRX. 21K miles. 5 Ned.
AM FM
roust
sell"

COMPUTERS
IBM COMPATIBLE 386. MAT TH Co.r
oss
12e6co
4 r
Fp
O. tomb,
EGA. c c mouse. 251-1592

3721, (405) 395-5378. (408) 929
9035, (415) 964-6083, (415) 856
8748

FOR SALE
SETS" BEDS" NEW’
Twin set $79. full set $89 queen
set 0139. king set 5179 For both
pieces! Bunkbeds 599, Day beds
$99 5 pc bedroom Oct 5199
Desks 574. dries.. 579, chests
$46, bed -I rarnes, delivery. (415)
745-0900

HELP WANTED
EASY

GRAPHIC ARTIST wanted to produce
flyers
announcements.
brochures, banners, etc for veriou
programs end services offered
through the Student Activities 8
Services
10-15
Office
hours week.

05 70-56 40 hour
Must be currently enrolled regu
ler tudent Macintosh computer
skills highly desirebN Apply in
ihe Student Activities Offk. OLD
CAF, through 5 00 PM March 16
KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
Japanese Restaurant. 617 N 0th
St . JAPANTOWN Cell 99199711
and ask for JOANNE
MACINTOSH DATA ENTRY wanted

WORK.

...Int

pay) Assemble products et home
Delefte. (1) 602-538-8685. eat W4250.

AVAIL.

Nannies, 4548 El Camino Real,
suite V. Los Altos. (415) 9492933
CHILDCARE PT my home for blind 3
yr old. Monday 12-5 PM & another 1 2 day Los Gatos Nice
frailly’ Flexible, non smoker Sal.
cry ragotieble

Call SUE el 3.-

6515
staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed et local residential 1.19
ties for young adults 5! adol.
cents with autism & related Oise
biliftes FT 8 PT positions evell
Sterling

18-513 25 hr

Call

(408)

448-3953
COUNSELORS WANTED Trim downfltne.s. co-ed, New York State
sportt
camp
1DO positions
c.f.. many others Camp Shane.
New York 12734 call (914) 2921045
for
HIRING
NOW
spring. Christmas and newt summer breaks Many positions Cell
1.6689 7555, eel 5-1062

CRUISE SHIPS

DO YOU ENJOY WORKING with chil,
dren, Small World Schools seek
part-time caregivers for infant
pre-school, and school-age 0511dr. Many shifts 6 AM -9 AM, and
2 PM -13 PM Fleet.e schedule work emerlence credit available
music. art. PE and
recreation majors should imply
Can 2577326 see or Cathy
Education

EASY MONEY..
Ile rot? 0010 start

hours week.

$6 11,

MANAGER TRAINEE’ National circulation firm has immediate openings In this area for crew sales
managers

Must enjoy

working

with teens, have insured van or
other large vehkie and California
driver
mission

license Base p0805 comFull training provided

Call Mr Lee (415)399-8751

people Interested in Sales Acct
Engr Admin Support I Bilingual
English Japanese position. No

NEWMAN

COMMUNITY

All shifts ...gable
CAVE SECURITY

from

Professors

throughout USA Exam problems
with professors own detailed so.
lotions

Available for 0 engineering cow... KIT Celculus.
DE. LA. Gen
0-Chem. Physics.
etc 24 different books available at
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) 8
Roberts Bookstore
HAS ROMANCE GONE from your life,
Now you can find love. romance,
or adventure as easily as pick g
up your phone Dial 9769002 to
hear six ...Ong meseages from
!quality potpie, or you can record
your own message And with our
voice mall service you don’t hare
to leave your phone number 00 00
open lira Call OM 988-2523 tor

any

days a week ACUFAC TS, Inc
260 Meridian Ave . San Jo.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS Is hiring
substitutes or infant, preschool
school -Ora child care No
We will work
required
around your schedule Please call

Call after 4 PM. 298-2308
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning et 10 45 AM el
Campus Christian Center, 10th 8
San Carlos For more information
about activities, call Rev Norb
Fir... at 298-0204
T-SHIRTS
Earn money for your fraternity,
sorority, club or business by selling silk-screened TShirts with
your d.lgn or logo
Call BRAINSTORM
(415)962-8801

Was

your Father
Granddad
Uncle, Cousin. Brother or Friend
one of Inc 50,000 men who .rred

money order to G W Information
Services, 105 Serra Way, Suite
212, Milpitas. Ca 95035
520460
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM
per hour, part time A dream come
Clearbrook of California
true
looking for marketing reps Call
(408)946-1995. Mr Heggern

HOUSING
DOWNTOWN STUDIO. San Jose 19 N
Third SI, with kitchen 5375 mw
without kitchen S250 mo Parking
on Ihe street Cell 238-8424 295.
4271 evenings
FOR RENT large 2 trIrrn 2 bath remodeled. clean and quiet Security budding, on str.t parking
laundry feciliftes, security entrance carport. cable hook-up.
750 S 1 If h St (nr 280) 5726
5825 mu Call 2889157 John or
Wirth. or please Wave complete
message
OFFICES 4 rent 1 2 block from SJSU
storage.
afty,
parking,
Light
cheap’ Call

2e0-1810

PERSONALS
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shoving ratting,
tweezing or using chemical depth.
tortes Let me permarantly re
move your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini.lurfinymou.t.ra-bacli
etc ) 15% discount In students
f.ulty Cell before May 31 1990 &

ACADEMIC

TYPING

AT

REASONA

BLE RATES - Need our help,
Quality and accuracy guaranteed

subletts for theses
ports, resumes. etc

papers, re

Free pro....
ring disk storage 251-0449
AFFORDABLE

AND

EXPERIENCED

wordprocessing. Term papers reports. group papers. resumes. INler., theses. etc Letter quality! All
formals plus APA SPELCHEK.
punctuation grammar essistance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247.2681,0 wh-8prn for worryftea

Seven Second Delay

professional dependable service

sirnr4mpitefii-5 7
itnorr MERE*
A &Fr oh’ A BUFF’? de You

Pmft411.4bnal word processing
Theses, term papers, group prowls. etc All formats including
APA Laser printer Quick return
Transcript’on service. available
Almaden Branahrn

area

4.1W Vde
tAroW SontEda*

Surf,/

7

264-4504

8 resumes
w grammar.

RESEARCH SERVICES

Tutoring consultetion billogre
phIc materials, and editing .rvices Final drought preparation
(415) 541-5036

probe 247.7486. 335 S Haywood
Ave San Jose

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS.

kir LL
RIFFS

BUFFIES

SEVEN Yocg t3;i5-740
SECOND
DELAY

8oEcytf
A

Cr7407/C

Aaron Malchow

Funhouse
LOX Al THIS I UNDERSTNiD MAR* NO, MAX - I’M REALLY
UNCH LINE! I% A TERRIBLE
MED WE WON’T FINISH
I% TERRIBLY WORRIER I FIND IT LUNCH IN TIME 10 BE ON
HARD TO WORRY
WORRIED.
IME FOR PROF HNIDBROWS
CLASS/

minimum 5 pages
ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades, Of cours, you are A
neatly typed paper gets higher
grade Error-froe papers impress
profs For this quality. call WRITE.
TYPE
(408)972-9430
EDITORIAL

SERVICES WP -Pages
need polishing, Get help from a
Tech Editor with
English Degree Word Processing

111.15,0101 CHI PATRICIA in WIL
LOW GLEN (408) 2685608

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING’ 125
wpm Ouraty guaranteed Competitive rates Terrn papers, tape
treracrIption, resumes. theses,
legal papers mailing lists graph-

YES, PROFESSOR
HARDBROW! THE SCOURGE
OF THE ENGLISH
DEPARTMENT! INVENTOR
OF RETROACTIVE
.GAADING POLICIES! A
’PROFESSOR 5c INSIDIOUS
INTL. NT, WHOSE TEXHI
METHODS WERE
BANNED BY THE
GENEVA CONVENTION!
FAVORITE PASTIME:
GIVING SURPRISE
MID -TERMS

Classified

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, thesis,
etc are .sy on prof.sors I arn

Term Papers Resumes
Personal Bus
Theses
Proposal.
Reports

grade conscious graduate Very
reasonable rates Call RAJU al

Fast -Expert -Dependable

(408)238-8759

Night Saturdays Rush
LOclited in the

T W A of,

SERVICING

YOUR

WORD

PRO-

TYPING

WORD PROCESSING

TERM PAPERS

reading Same day service Betty
247-8068. Santa Clara

REPORTS

THESES RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
(408)9791563
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING.

WORD

PROCESSING letter morally
printing. copies. etc

CECILIA -- 1408) 223-6102
processing
Word
514 to 6250
page whic heven islets’

test.

.curate, reasonable All types of
papers Spell cradling and proof

4011111INIMIIIMMI5MMiMMilm=11mmi=tf=immItmaimIMIINNIMINNEMME
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Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces

far each line)

Minimum three lines on one day
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ist when ft comes to your reports.
overheads,

I

thesis.
I

filers?
STUDENTS & PROFESSORS
call Picture Perfect Desktop Pub
lishing end Design now for all
your word procesIng needs’ We
have .perlence In Wordperfect
’Venture DTP WORDSTAR ’Pa.
gem..

ScannIng
Grephic
Arts We proof all our work and
laser print it. Cali 923-3056

AAAM

Too many reports and not
enough time? RELAX and let ME
do the TYPING" Resumes, terrn

papers, theses, letters. etc Grad
Available draw by appl
Laser

I under -grad
eves weekends

printer Call ANNA - 972-4992
ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS’
Trust pro Reports theses rernellings

tic

Spell grammar check Wordprocessing-WordPerfect 5 1, prats
cripl loser printer Close to cammvell

CESS1NG and Graphic, needs
Call Kate et T.hnicelly Typing
1408) 281-0750
Term papers.
Thee.. etc Laser printer Free
grammar spell punc check Reasonable rate,. quick turnaround

Santa Clara San Jose Area

(408)98.15837

AAAA1111. LOWER RATES & HIGHER
satisfect ion. Are you a perfection-

del
EDP

3
4040 RCUADRISCS

GLEN area
COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE neer
Hamilton
8
Winchester
Call
SHIRLEY al 379-3519 52 per page

TYPING

P U
discounts

PROT ,VME

iteEKS,
1).407E NAV! 19450, he’ SW 1.41Arr
1-e, USE ’NW 4.44fiE, ,4245e hicLite
%me PHatE 4801( AND 4ANE55

Word

Perfect I HPLeser Jell’ Considerable bualn.m experience and for.
mor English mai..
WILLOW

tints Call ANDY at 243-2630

letters,

COND DLL:AYi

IN TT//5 5,44E 41.41 FEW

LISA’S TYPING 8
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

her SJSU Itident. 10% off any
published fare’ Purchase your
student discount card now’ Also
ask about the 1W A Getaway
credit card for you and your par.

sumes

574M5 4,44, /0e4ts

ics etc Call (408)984-5203 today

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by special
mat Confidential Your very own

resumes

r--To9-4u2nv

ONZ %We 7/046n73

.0.
San Fra’ncisco

sentence structure (knowledge.. on Turablen. APA I Campbell
formats) Equipment used

A/( ICAOIW vou’RE
73Ler.4,44)41(
vov ghek’s

4/44/7- ID AMR atY’t
AND 80177ES, AcctunwplAccrs
’1014 41/4i
15/0,75 AND littri/ES, diftSaaeMPSof 8/"X’S Ax42 &ACES,

message)

SERVICES
EDITORIAL,

t rota page I
taken into custody by police later
at the Job Corps.
The four men were booked into
the Santa Clara County Jail on suspicion
of assault
with
a
deadly weapon.
Both Hicu and Huey Nguyen
have been arraigned on charges of
assault with a deadly weapon.
Both are still in custody pending
S50.000 bail each, and both were
in custody as of Friday, but neither
had been charged, according to jail
officials.
Martinez said that, as far as he
knows, the incident was not gang
or racially motivated.
He said the situation arose from
a personal problem between the
men, but that he had no details on
what that problem was.
He added that he is concerned
Job Corps students will get a had
reputation when people hear about
the incident.
"I hope it doesn’t reflect back
on the students here," Martinez
said.
"Ninety-nine and nine-tenths of
the students we have here never get
in trouble with anybody."

111

Will gladly assist
punctuation.
and

Professional

cell John Montan at (415)

Incident

Maguire & Mehallo

ttl SEVEN

CALL MRS MORTON et 266-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING

(all formats) end Desktop Publishing (resumes,
newsletters,

pus

Oa /S A 847- die A

Phone

cola. Florida in Oct The dates are
10th. tith, 12th 8 1316 For more
656-1497

alumni that attended the university
during the 1982-89 pay -in period.
The brochure basically informed
the alumni about what the Event
Center is, and that for each semester alumni paid into the construcion they would get a free semester
of use, said Judy Herman, public
relations director for the Student
Union. But the the fact that the
graduates had to sign up in August
wasn’t included in the brochure.
"They’re right that it wasn’t
stated any place . . . ." said Hermann. "Maybe it was just an oversight."

Kennedy said ot third triunc,ici
abortions that "Very kw women
if any. carry a pregnancy that tar in
term without wanting that prep
nancy .
"A government that has the
power to decide a woman cannot
have an abortion has the power to
decide a woman must have an
abortion. The government should
not he allowed to make that decision
period." Kennedy said.
Waggncr commented on the
complete banning of abortion as
the building ot "rigid" and uncompassionate’’ laws.
"In fairness, the Catholic
church has been more compassionate legislatively. . . in terms of
child-care issues and family issues." Kennedy said
"It’s a very powerful institution
and they’re using every resource
they can to change it on a legal
level." Kennedy said.

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced

on the U 5 5 Boxer CV21, if so,
we ere having reunion in Pens.

257-7326
SUMMER JOBS In raotic locations
Permanent & seasons’ employ
merit available For more info on
lobs 8 location send check or

for charts grsphs, slides, over.
heads and color too’ Plus last
turnaround and gusranteed work
Call now PAMELA at 946-3882

of term papers, research prmects

LOOKING FOR a woman who would
be willing to live with
handicapped man as
companion

into

(lust se
It’s "not just the right to not
have children but the right or the
freedom to have children." she
said and added that she would
focus on the latter.
Michele Anderson, one of the
coordinators for Women’s Week
privately explained after the discussion that the panel was never
intended to be a debate, but meant
to encompass a broader view of reproductive freedoms.
Other panelists were Katherine
Waggner, describing her own experience with a third trimester (last
three months of pregnancy) abortion and Susan Kennedy, executive
director for Califoria Abortion
rights Action League.
Waggner discovered her baby
had severe neurological abnormalities and that parts of the brain were
missing in her third trimester.
She also found she didn’t have
the right in California to terminate
her pregnancy.
"I very quickly became determined that even if I had to take m)
own life. I would not bring this
child in to the world to suffer. It
was a no win situation. " Waggner
said.
She explained the experience of
of finally having her abortion. "It
was the most terrifying experience
I’ve ever had. It was humiliating
and very lonely." But she said that
she did the humane thing for her
baby and her family.

From page I
and a few months there that
would create a lot of paper work,
she said.
"Once you start the meter you
can’t stop it." she said.
The Student Union Board of Directors decided to start alumni time
in the Event Center in August, but
it forgot to inform about 23,000 of
the people affected.
The Event Center’s opening
committee sent out 23,000 invitations to the official opening of the
center, along with a brochure
about the new building to MU

checking, grimmer check, .011 -

cialty In Science and all English

FILES

1700 WYATT DR , SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2283 8-4 PM for info
SECURITY OFFICERS
Security oflicers and messengers All shifts. FT PT, we will
train Apply in person 24 hrs. 7

spell

We’re fast, dependable. grernmar
aware, both college grads Spe-

U.S S BOXER REUNION

CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full
and pert time positions

printing,

call Father Bob Leger or Sister

356-1990
PT TEMP TYPIST, flex hrs, word perfect Medical herrninoragy. 4101..
phone Call Ginger 356-1990

Laser

Judy Ryan .1 298.0204

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE’ NW, 8-5
PM, T Th 8-12 PM Cell Ginger al

ECE

POSITIONS

CATHOLIC

free details Call today’ Someone

and

ABLE" Full 8 part trate ram. nerd 8 summer positions Refer
races required Northern Calif

TODAY GONE TOMORROW"

is waiting to meet you’ (408) (415)
976-2002 18
only 52
toll if

area. 517.840-589.485 Call 14309

CHILDCARE

Mg. powerful graphics program

plus

10-15

ATTENTION-HIRING. Gout’ lobs your
838-8885, eel R4250

my core
GWEN CHELGREN.
R E , 5593500. 1645 S Beacom
Av..
CC.
Campbell
HAIR

bonus
Computer
expertence
helpful Call KELLY at 738-5976

SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH,

MATTRESS

p.ily

EXAM

(408)727-9793

F.. PERSONA. (408)453-0505

INFERNO BBS
8N1 300 1200 2400 baud. Macin
tosh & IBM libraries 25 phone
lines, multi-user chat (408) 395-

ATTENTION

3212 Stoll Blvd
Santa Clara

PERSONA Is pad of an INT L NET.
WORK with offices worldwide in
the Bay Area. we re looking for

56,800 bo Cell 265-5055

Me 1st appointment is 1 2 price
Unwonted hair dissapraers with

MASS on Sunday .000 Mg. at
6 300 5 00 PM, Campus Christian
Center. 10th & San Carlos For
more Into about other activities

Interviews 8 am to 4 pm
Monday thru Friday

from page I
further away from eliminating the
elderly." he said.
Afterward, Reeves said that
he’d like to debate the subject further, hut felt that the pro-life stance
was adequately presented by Sly.
Chandra Birenbaum, sophomore
in psychology, said it was generous of Women’s Week to even
allow Sly to present her views.
She said that Women’s Week
should show the feminist perspective and that pro-life already had
enough publicity.
Kathleen Rand Reed. a panelist
representing birth and death technologies said that in this country
people tend to "pick conveniently
one group over the other."
The media "says this is pro-life.
this is pro-choice. These two are at
odds. Let them come together as
gladiators and duke it out in the
public so that we might be entertained through the press." Reed
said.
Although Reed sympathized
with the moral issues of pro-lifers.
"As a woman who has had an
abortion, and who knows the decision that one has to go through. I
sure as hell don’t want to have that
choice taken away."
Rivka Platnick. Ph.D.. of the
women’s studies department, moderated the discussion of the panelists.
She explained that reproductive
freedom should be "broad and in-
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Four
Days
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Days
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Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 Lines S77 00
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Circles Classification.
Services
Greek
IAnnouncements
SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
Stereo
Help Wanted
Automotive
OR CASH TO
I
Travel
Housing
Computers
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Typing
For Sale
Lost a Found
I
San Jose State University
Personal
San Jose, California 95192-0149
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Classified Desk Located Inside WIN 102
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME’
Wordprocessing to its fullest ce

I

um mm --------- is NO

I
I
i

SPARTAN DAILY

MONDAY. ,MARCH 12. 1990

No Blarney Sale
March 12-17
Electronics

Candy

Single Sided
3 1/2" Disks

20% Off

50% Off
Sale $3.15
Reg. $3.50

Except Class Rings

General Books

Clothin e

St. Patrick’s Day Book Sale

Liquitex &
Winsor Newton
Paint

A Selection of books on the Irish and Ireland
at Special Prices.

Clearance on
Small & Medium
Clothing Only

111

20% Off

All Clothing
30% Off
Marked Price

Prices Range from

$6.95- $19.95

A

Text Books

Visit the Textbook
Clearance Center!
Old Editions, Library Discards, Esoteric Titles

ASHTON-TATE

Introducing Power Bundles!
COMPOSITION BUNDLE
N40

$2,344.00

MACINTOSH SE 40HD/2
2 Megs of RAM
FullWrite Professional
SpartanStarter Kit In a FREE Spartan backpack:
(Disk drive cleaning kit, disk holder, Cutris Clip,
10 HD disks, surge protector, and Spartan Pad.)
Keyboard sold separately.

$59.95 carrying case FREE!

$3,282.00

BUSINESS BUNDLE

MACINTOSH SE 030/40HD
2 Megs of RAM
FullWrite Professional
Fullimpact
Spartan Starter Kit In a FREE Spartan backpack:

Downstairs in the Bookstore
New Titles Added Daily!

inn ERLIN1(
WELLS FARGO...BANK OF AMERICA-READY BANKING -FIRST INTERSTATE

AC

(Disk drive cleaning kit, disk holder, Curtis Clip,
10 HD disks, surge protector, and Spartan Pad.)
Keyboard sold separately.

$59.95 carrying case FREE!

ALL SALES FINAL-NO EXCHANGES OR RETURNS

924-1800

For a Limited Time!
BOOKSTORE
HOURS:

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Sa
CI
Ft

MON-THURS
Fri
Sat

7:15a.m. - 7p.m.
7:15a.m. - 5p.m.
10a.m. - 4p.m.

Alltek Computer
COMPUTERS

PRINTERS

COMPONENTS

SYSTEM SPECIALS
AT 386

AT 286

XT

20 MHz

12 MH/

10 MHz

$1395

$895

$675

All System Specials are complete and include a
20Meg Hard Disk

SPECIALS
Genius Mouse, 3 button
$35
$10
XT Serial Card
$299
PANASONIC 1124 Printer
FRECOM FAX 96, Internal FAX Card (installed).. $195
79
EGA Video Card
-Limited Quantities-

XT to AT Upgrades
Sales/Service
Custom Built to Your Specifications
Full One Year Warranty

AC

Hours
M-F 10-7:00

Sat. 10-4:00
ws4 412:

359 W. El Camino Real

Call Jim or Tim

Mt. View, CA 94040

415 969-8984

